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PREFACE

This thesis is part of the outcome of my participation in Tallinn University of Technology’s Self-
Driving Car project ‘Iseauto’. Before beginning with this thesis, I believe it is highly important to
give an insight about the Iseauto project. The aim of Iseauto project, led by senior researcher
scientist Raivo Sell, is to develop a Self-driving car that can drive within TTÜ campus
autonomously. The middleware chosen for this project is ROS (Robot Operating System), which
is one of the world’s most flexible framework for creating robot software(1). This project started
in September 2017 and is expected to last for 1 year. The aim of my contribution into this
project was to modify and prepare a small test car (children’s toy car) which, due to its small
size, is very suitable and safe for the very initial tests in this project specially regarding motion
tests. In addition to that, the aim was to have a basic navigating system which can command
the test car to move in proper designated directions. Later on, the same designated navigation
system can be implemented on the real-size self-driving car, having proper configuration. All the
work in this sub-project has been done by Mohammad Tavassolian (author, responsible for
software), Khuldoon Bukhari (team member, responsible for electronics and mechanics) and
Tengiz Pataraia (team member, responsible for design and mechanics). I would like to especially
thank Raivo Sell for the trust he has placed in us as well as his unconditional supports wherever
and whenever needed.

In this thesis, readers will get acquainted with self-driving cars with an emphasis on the
development of a navigation system for the test car. The navigation system is implemented and
tested, keeping in mind the relevance and possibility for integration into the car’s final system.
The whole implementation is a team effort but the design and implementation of the algorithm
and software is thesis author’s independent work. The thesis and project would not have been
possible without all supports and encouragements from my colleagues.

Finally, I would like to express my gratitude to everybody involved in this project and thesis.
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LIST OF ABBRIVIATION AND SYMBLES

Iseauto TTÜ self-driving car project

ROS Robot Operating System

SW Software

LIDAR light detection and ranging remote detection technology

SDC self-driving car

TF Transfer functions in ROS

Odom Odometry, information about speeds and orientation of a moving object

ITC Iseauto Test Car

Steering angle Inner angle that is made by either of the front wheel and x-axis of the car
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1 INTRODUCTION

Recently, investigators have been motivated to increase safety and mobility which as a result,
boosted the development and researches on automated driving. Application of machine learning,
large scale mapping, improved LIDAR and many more have been the key advances that have
shaped this field.

In the USA, traffic accidents are the leading cause of death for individuals aged 4 to 34. More
than 30,000 lives are lost on the road and 90% of those are due human errors. Moreover, more
and more drivers prefer individual mobility and flood the roadways which decrease the ability to
move in, through and around the cities, due to high volume of cars. (reference)

Self-driving vehicles seem to be very potential to address the challenges mentioned above: they
should significantly reduce car accidents, enable disabled people to get around and last but not
least, when deployed as part of efficient shared vehicle fleet, should be able to reduce
congestion. (2)

At the end, it is worth mentioning that Estonia, having legislation in such way that supports
robotics company and researchers in this field, by allowing them to test their robots outdoor in
the sidewalk in streets. Not exactly in this stage of the Iseauto project, but probably later,
Estonian legislation regarding with robots legally driving on the sidewalks in streets will benefit
the test stages of Iseauto project. (10)

In summer 2017, when Estonia was holding the EU presidency for the first time, self-driving
minibuses were driving in limited streets in the down town and it was possible to a be passenger
on them. Of course, the performances of those vehicles were not without criticizes, it was such a
novel experience that people could get from self-driving vehicles. This indeed was a very great
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opportunity and a valuable step towards developing or at least supporting autonomous
transportation system. (11)

One of the great opportunities that Iseauto can play a promising role on behalf of Estonian
innovation and research in autonomous transportation field is SOHJOABALTIC project. This
eminent project, promising to promote and pilot driverless electric vehicles can hold a good spot
for Iseauto and its researchers to illustrate potential knowledge and development and many
more ideas such as startup innovations to develop further. This has a very bright and positive
impact on Estonian Market as well as research fields.

The core of final system that will be fully responsible for onboard electronics and control of
Iseauto Car is rooted from the concept of ‘Drive-by-wire’ concept. Not only by using this system,
the engine will be controlled in all aspects, i.e. incoming air for combustion and car’s
acceleration which is a great important example comparing with conventional throttle cable,
eliminating mechanical parts of throttle cable and substituting it with fast responding electronics
reduces the number of moving parts (associated with wearing) and therefore requires minimum
adjustment and maintenance.

This part of author’s work is trying to resemble the concept of ‘Drive-by-wire’ by using similar
prototyping elements used in the low-level architecture of the car.

1.1 Composition of studies

2 THE SELF-DRIVING TEST CAR

In order to think of a test car and prepare one with capabilities close to a self-driving car, we
need to understand minimal features and characteristics of self-driving cars and then try to
replace necessary parts of the initial test car with those that can be digitally controlled and
commanded. But first, it is important to highlight some of the most important aspects and
prerequisites of self-driving cars. In this chapter, first we will go through general specifications
of self-driving cars, features of initial test car upon purchasing and finally features and
specifications of the test car after modification by our team.
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2.1 Autonomous cars

Self-driving or autonomous cars differ from normal vehicles in various aspects. Main difference
is that they have the ability to move from one place to another which are determined by the
user, safely and not only without hitting any obstacles but also not disturbing the surrounding
environment. In other words, they need to be able to make decisions regarding with direction
and speed of movements as well as to react to certain unpredicted but possible scenarios
autonomously.

Figure 1. Simplified block diagram of the closed loop controls for self-driving cars

Fig 1. Illustrates a simplified block diagram of the closed loop controls for self-driving cars. The
sensors collect data from car’s environment and based on them the logic, implemented as
software with nests of algorithms will result in a desired state for the car. Then, control comes in
and will try to adjust the current state of the car to the desired car state decided by logic. As the
car moves on, sensors collect different data and therefore desired car state will be changed in
each cycle, which enables the car to move on in an environment guided by decision making unit
which in almost all the cases Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning are prepared to be the
commander. Number of logics and the level of complexity is in direct correlation with the
purpose which the vehicle is being used for as well as how complicated scenarios can possibly
be within the environment surrounding the car.
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2.2 A Brief Description of Tasks and Features of TUT Self-
Driving Car (Iseauto)

Iseauto vehicle should be, at the end of the project, able to drive from TTÜ’s rector office
parking space to IT Kolledž parking space. It is expected to be able to drive out from a parked
state, drive to the destination and at the end, park in an empty slot. The car should be able to
keep itself in the asphalt road and the corresponding lane as well as mind other cars or
pedestrians while driving and respect all the driving laws during the trip.

Figure 2. Designated final path for Iseauto.

Despite the fact that the car will be equipped with at least one GSP unit, it is still possible to
localize itself and move safely only using visual sensors that it will be equipped with. In fact, it is
going to be great challenge to use visual sensors to localize – understand where it is on the map
and what kind of orientation it has.

Table 2.2.1 list of perception devices on Iseauto.
Nr. Name of the unit Number of the unit on board
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1. Velodyne LIDAR 2

2. Camera 1

3. 2D laser sensor 2

Controlling the movements of the car digitally, electric motors are used which interfacing with
them and precision of performance are the most suitable comparing to other options.

On top of these, there lay two important features in this car. First, the emergency stops which
will enable passengers and operators to abort the operation for any reason at all time. Second, it
should be possible at any time to take over the autonomous driving and be able to drive
manually using steering, pedal ,etc. used in usual driving.

2.3 Detailed Description of Tasks and Features of TUT
Self-Driving Test Car

Figure 3. Test car on day 1.

Upon purchasing the toy car, the car was equipped with a 12V battery as well as 2 DC motors as
rear drive power and manual steering model.

Table 2.3.1 Data of DC motors originally used in the test car.
Name Nr of units Input voltage

(V)
Max speed (km/h)

DC motor 2x 12 6.8

-Explaining what are needed but didn’t exist and how to create them.
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The test car should be prepared to be able to receive commands about linear velocity as well as
angular velocity at all time during the ride with desired frequency. Firstly, it should be
mechanically possible, to interface with the car and control its steering angle. Next, an optimal
and relatively fast software interface should have been designed and implemented for the
control of the car.

2.3.1 Digitally controllable Test Car

In order to have a minimal test car, steering should be controlled digitally. To achieve that, a
‘rack and pinion’ system was used, powered by an extra DC motor as well as a potentiometer to
receive the feedback of the position of the motor at all time. Notwithstanding, similar result
could be achieved with motors with in-built potentiometer, but purchasing one with minimum
power required, would have been too expensive.

Figure 4. Rack and pinon model for steering mechanism(left) and final model for steering(right).

Having mechanically prepared test car able to meet our needs, proper electrical circuits needed
to be designed and implemented so that finally the car can be commanded using any computer
or laptop as a computing and commanding unit. But first, let us have a look at what features do
we exactly expect the ITC to have.

2.3.2 Motion message type in ROS

In ROS, a standard message type for interfacing a mobile robot is “Geometry message; Twist Stamped
message (geometry_msgs/TwistStamped (4))”, which is as following:
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TwistStamped type of message in ROS include two major parts, first the header part of message
which is identical as any other message with type Stamped, i.e. AccelStamped, PoseStamped,
etc. The header part of messages in ROS carries information about ‘Sequence ID’, ‘Two-Integer
timestamp’ and ’Frame ID’. Stamped type message is used for cases where communication
between different coordinate frame happens. In our case, our base link (base_link) sensors
which have different coordinate systems communicate with master (ROS master). Therefore, it
is highly important to keep track of time as well as coordinates in all communicating parts. This
will be discussed further under ‘TF Sections’.

Second part of the TwistStamped message is regarding with angular() and linear velocities()
with respect to each of the 3 axes within cartesian coordinate system.

In ITC or any generic car-like mobile robots, only linear speed with respect to x axis is used, in
other words, the car cannot slide through Y-axis neither can it fly though Z-axis into the sky (at
least not yet). Thus, ‘linear.x’ can be directly used in ITC with the unit of you can command the
car to move with 1 ).

However, for angular velocity, no information can be deduced directly from the car regarding
with its speed around each of the cartesian axis (you cannot command the car to move with
angular velocity of 1 around each axis). To tackle this issue, a combination of steering angle and
linear speed of the back motor has been used with the help of basic geometry which will be
discussed later in this report (5).

2.3.3 linear velocity interface “digital gas pedal”

Having 2 12 Volts DC motors as ‘back wheel actuators’, the following circuit using one H-Bridge
was designed and implemented. The idea behind using only one H-Bridge is rooted from the fact
that generic cars are categorized in robotics as ‘None differential drive’. Despite the fact that
cars nowadays do take advantage of differential mechanical system, both wheels are
commanded by driver via pressing gas pedal, to drive with same rotational speed. In practice,
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car differential mechanical system is used to avoid having one of the wheels to slide against
road surface while turning since when turning, one of car’s back wheel rotates slower than the
other one. In robotics, differential drive mobile robots are those whose actuators can be
commanded to rotate in different directions, enabling the robot to rotate without having to
move linearly. Therefore, both wheels receive same command in term of ‘PWM’ signal from the
Arduino unit responsible for linear motion, only using one and he same H-Bridge.

Figure 5. Circuit diagram for back motors control in back wheel Arduino unit.

‘PWM’ signal can vary from 0 (no rotation) and 255(maximum possible speed for rotation). To be
able to command the back motors to actually to rotate with particular possible speed ,’gear
ratio’ was needed. Using a tachometer, it was possible to find out value of m.min-1 of one of the
back wheels, when the motor was set to rotate with 255 ‘PWM’. Using unit conversion, it was
possible to find out actual maximum velocity of the back wheel as following:
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Desired linear speed ()

calculated PWM to send to the H-Bridge

So far, we have been able to interface with the back motors using Arduino connected to a ROS
master and the car can drive with our commanded speed in .

2.3.4 steering angle interface “digital steering wheel”

Steering wheel in cars are controlled by the driver using only driver’s experience and desire. In
other words, no driver really thinks and calculates what is the angle his car’s front wheel should
be turned so that he can manage the road ahead. However, ITC actually needs does the
opposite, it follows a set of steering angle commanded by the ROS master all the way through
the path. ROS master keeps updating its steering angle as well as back motors (accelerate,
decelerate or brake) at all time (just like a driver does while driving using his gas pedal and
steering wheel).

To have the car be capable of turning its front wheel at an angle with respect to the car’s x-axis,
an algorithm has been designed and implemented as following:

Figure 6. Steering wheel control algorithm.

Having a potentiometer on board, connected to the centre of the pinion, one can convert the
potentiometer value into steering angle – the angle that is made by either of the front wheel
and the x-axis of the car.
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Knowing potentiometer value at three points of the steering wheel’s position, most left, middle
and most right, as well as knowing roughly the maximum steering angle that the car is able to
rotate mechanically, we can derive a formula for converting any desired steering angle () into
potentiometer value which will turn the steering wheel until the condition is met, according to
the algorithm explained in figure 6.

Maximum steering angle was determined by simply steering manually the wheels and
measuring the maximum possible angle approximately equal to 0.286 rad.

Figure 7. Maximum steering angle visualization.

Figure 7. relationship between potentiometer value and steering angle
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As of now, the ITC lower level drivers are able to receive commands as steering wheel angle in
rad as well as linear speed in m.s-1.

Figure 8. Circuit diagram for ‘digital steering wheel’ steering Arduino unit.

2.3.5 motion feedback “digital speedometer”

Since we can command the car, it does not mean it will be following our command exactly.
Therefore, we need a way to receive feedback from car’s motion to verify the motion as well as
debugging purposes. To achieve this, the potentiometer data can be directly used if car is
moving (non-zero speed) to tell where the car’s orientation is. For tracking the actual speed of
the car, an encoder using a magnet was used on one of the motor’s. This will tell us about the
rotational speed of the wheels from which linear speed of the car on a road can be calculated (6)
in meters.

Dividing the obtained value by time spent in each cycle, it is possible to get the linear speed of
the wheel(s) in m.s-1.
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Figure 9. Circuit diagram for ‘encoder’ in steering Arduino unit.

Finally, to achieve the car’s linear speed data (whether forward or reverse motion) which is later
useful in odometry calculation, using encoder data, the distance taken by the motor at each
cycle of time can be calculated. Knowing the orientation of the car (steering angle) position and
orientation (odom) of the can can be determined at any moment on the xy plane, taking start
point of the car as the origin of the xy coordinate system at each time starting the car and
powering up the two Arduinos.
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Figure 9. The test car after preparation for being digitally controllable.

Now it’s time to generate proper software and upload them into Arduinos respectively. To avoid
the confusion that could be made while dealing with non-differential mobile robots explained
earlier, an extra node was written in cpp language in order to manage the conversion of angular
speed in rad.s-1 into linear speed m.s-1 and steering angle of the wheels in rad, under the name
of ‘Fake_ackermann_cmd’ who has 3 ‘float64’ data x,y and z. ‘x’ contains linear speed command,
‘z’ steering angle and ‘y’ is currently hardcoded to 2.2 but later could be used as a flag for
safety switch.

For safety reasons, Steering Arduino is equipped with a code that limits the received desired
steering angle by ROS master to actual car’s limitation. For instance, the car is able to turn its
wheels maximum at an angle of 0.286 rad, if commanded more i.e. 1 rad, the software skips the
command and sets it to the maximum value 0.286 rad which can be seen in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. ROS final list of ROS topics with description.

Finally, with writing proper software and uploading them into each Arduinos, not only the car
can be controlled digitally with ROS running on an external computer (i.e. laptop) using USB-
ports, with the encoder used on the rear motor and steering angle at each cycle, current pose
and speed of the car can be saved and therefore a valuable information under the name of
Odometry odom ROS can be sent to ROS server at a frequency. Odometry, holds information
about current orientation, angular and linear velocities of the car at each cycle, on-line.
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Figure 11. data flow desired car’s state to performance.

As seen from figure 11. two link broadcasters are responsible to describe the orientation and
position of each valuable data resource that is dependent on its position on the car (laser for
example detects objects differently if installed on the back of the car or the front dashboard).
This is, thanks to ROS, taken care of easily by just creating a generic node of type
"static_transform_publisher". Final output after running ‘roslaunch Mini_Uku_Controller
Run_Miniuku_Joy.launch’ which will make connections between ROS master and Arduinos as well
as configuring proper tf configurations(7).
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Figure 11. TF tree of the ITC.
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3 THE SELF-DRIVING TEST CAR NAVIGATION SYSTEM

3.1 Proposed Architecture Design of TUT Self-Driving Car
Basic Navigation System

Having the car to be capable of driving autonomously from one point to another, managing its
speed and direction, ‘move_base’ ROS package have been selected. This package provides a
mobile robot, an implementation of an action that attempt to reach a given goal in the world. To
do so, move_base node connects together a global planner and a local planner in order to
perform its navigational task. (9). The move_base package also maintains two costmaps one for
each planner to accomplish navigation task. In this specific design, although it was possible to
connect visual sensors to receive data from the surrounding of the car and update costmaps,
there is no visual sensor data used in this architecture. However, adding that layer should be
totally possible.

Figure 12, High-level Internal architecture of ‘move_base’ package.

Figure 12. illustrates how internal elements and nodes in ‘move_base’ package are working
together. Minimal elements for ITC have bene selected whose only sensors include ‘sensor
transformers’ which is ‘digital speedometer or odometer which holds information regarding with
position, orientation and velocity data of the car.

One of the most crucial part in having the car move using this ROS package, is configuring the
parameters in each of the planner and costmaps as well as those related to car’s capabilities of
motion such as maximum speed, maximum turning angle, etc. Once the parameters as well as
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user defined tolerances are defined, the robot is expected to reach its goal within use-defined
parameters in absence of dynamic obstacles or report the false signal to the user. The
move_base node can optionally perform recovery behaviors once the robot perceives itself as
stuck. This situation can be found once using the visual sensors where the costmap is being
modified repeatedly resulting in probably situations where in the car is unable to make its way
to a goal. For instance, if car is bounded by obstacles with not enough space left to move. The
recovery behavior is described in figure 13.

Figure 13. move_base default recovery behaviours (9).

This motion planner has two features: an ‘Online’ navigation system which is referring to the
feature of planning the motion path and waypoints at the same time without previous
information or history. For instance, using this navigation stack, the car plans its motion form
point A to point B decided by the user (or any other responsible node in future) at the same time
without any previous knowledge or experience. There are no history of data or experience
connected to provide or assist an help during this planning time. This planner is also an
‘Optimal’ navigation system which refers to the feature of this navigation stack that helps the
car to drive in the most time-saving way, as there can be many ways to get from point A to
point B.
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Figure 12. rqt_graph visualization of nodes interaction in simple move_base navigation package in ITC.

Considering miniuku_joy_converter node as a receiving node after which all nodes are
conventionally considered low level, commanded by move_base node, the ITC can be
commanded to move from one point to another point while the car will be taking care of its
orientation and movements on its own. For instance, if the car is commanded to move to a point
and turn its orientation 180 degrees, the car using this navigation stack, will manage its own
driving back and force as many times and proper steering so that eventually the car will be as
close as possible to its commanded goal. This happens, at this level, on a friendly ROS based
user interface, Rviz, where user decides where he/she wants the car to be and with what
orientation. Later this can be automated further, receiving goal coordinates and orientation form
another deciding node.

The importance of existence of the converter node in this design can be noted as a unit to
convert different decided motion commands into another format. In this case, as discussed
earlier, our non-differential driving mobile robot cannot rotate around its own z-axis, instead it
has to be commanded as linear speed (gas pedal) and steering angle (steering wheel). The
converter node receives commands in twist format as linear and angular velocities around each
axis of coordinate system and convert the commands into linear speed (gas pedal) and steering
angle(steering wheel rotation) to the ITC. Move_base navigation stack has conventionally been
designed to provide output in ‘twist’ format, therefore the converter node has been designed to
server its purpose explained in this section.

Input for move_base node is robot’s coordinates and orientation with respect to odom frame of
reference.
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Figure 13. nodes used in Run_Miniuku_movebase.launch file for basic navigation.

3.2 Detailed Analysis of The Proposed Architecture

To have a closer look at the proposed architecture, the launch file can be divided into 4 sections:

1. Serial communication: The two nodes here take care of proper communication between
ROS master (computing unit: ordinary ROS running laptop) and low lever drivers
(steering wheel and back motors). Configuration includes, assigning correct USB ports
that the two Arduinos are connected to the laptop, baud rate and proper naming
convention. Eventually, ROS master is able to hear (subscribe) and talk (publish)
assigned topics to and from the Arduinos.

2. Converter Node: As illustrated earlier, move_base navigation stack in ROS is designed to
command the mobile robot to move in format of angular and linear velocities around
each axis of coordinate system. Since the ITC and Iseauto are categorized as non-
differential drive robots, as wheels connected with shafts are not able to rotate at a
reversed speed, there should be a node that converts the angular velocity to steering
wheel angle in radians which Arduino unit can hear and perform the received command.
This has been implemented in a python script under the name shown in Figure 13.

3. ‘move_base’ navigation stack and configuration: Finally to use this navigation stack,
proper parameters according to the mobile robot in use have to be modified. Some can
be named as:
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a. ‘move_base_params’:‘planner_patience’,’heading_lookahead’,‘xy_goal_tole
rance’.etc

b. Teb_local_planner_diff_params: ‘max_vel_x’,’footprint_model’,etc
4. ‘miniuku_tf’: This includes ‘static_transform_publihser’ which manages the transfer

function configuration of laser and Velodyne position and orientation on the car. This
launch file is not really necessary in this architecture and application since no laser or
external visual sensor is being utilized.

This architecture is designed for applications with no prior knowledge about the map or
environment. It is possible to add a map to this which enables the user to visualize the
environment better.

3.3 Implementing and Testing The Designed Navigation
System On The Test Car In TTÜ Campus Area

Various tests have been conducted. The following footage have been recorded at TTÜ. U06 1st
floor, to take advantage of indoor spacious test scenario. First footage is when the ITC was
instructed to move forward and stop at an angle, Figure 14.

Figure 14. Simple move_base demo, moving forward

Second footage is testing the reverse direction of motion. The ITC was commanded to move
backwards, keeping its orientation., Figure 15.
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Figure 15. Simple move_base demo, moving backward (reverse).

The car was goal that was more complicated than the other first two. The car had to move
forward and orientate itself at a bigger angle, Figure 16.
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Figure 16. Complex move_base demo, moving at an angle.

Last but not least, the car was given a goal for which some driving back and forth was required.
A real example can be found in parking a car in a slot surrounded by other cars. For this specific
test, the xy tolerances as well as yaw tolerance were increased in order to decrease the
computation time as well as recording. The footage can be found in Figure 14.
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Figure 17. Achieving a rather complicated goal where the car needed to drive back and forth multiple
times managed by the planner.

4 APPLICATIONS

The need of having this outcome of being able to move from one coordinate to another existed
as one of the basic and early aims in this project. Implementing and understanding the
principles of this unit, enables students to get familiar with more complex units and get them
acquainted with common issues and bugs as well as tunings. As mentioned earlier, it is possible
to add a visual sensor data such as an RPLidar to collect data from surrounding regarding with
distance and position of the obstacles with respect to the car. This can be a very similar and
close to be a finalized version of a minimal software architecture for parking and charging task
of the Iseauto.

The design implemented and tested above, can be used within charging station task, where the
location of the charging station is known and the car is able to plan its motion to safely park
itself in a correct place as well as orientation where the robot arm responsible to connect the
electricity socket into the designated area on the car, can reach the area safely.

In addition to that with adding one layer of obstacle avoiding unit onto this structure, the car will
be able to not only plan its motion from one point to another but also avoid any obstacles that
are on its way. This has a mature place to be applicable in parking task as well as advanced
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charging station where the environment is unknown and obstacles need to be taken into
account.

5 SUMMARY

Witnessing the speed of development in technologies in various fields in science and
engineering, it seems very promising as well as logical to try to automate repetitive works to
high extent because of the possible benefits offered. Transportation as a popular as well as
sensitive field can benefit from piloted vehicles with operators having full access and control to
abort any mission. Not only this can increase profits and reduce expenditure on repetitive tasks
in transportation companies, it can also improve safety of products and passengers being
transported in various points, by reducing human errors.

Self-driving cars specifically can bring many benefits in transporting human as well as
shipments in the world if implemented correctly and safely. The cost of performing repetitive
tasks could be reduced which accompanied with increase of safety by reducing human-related
errors can improve the quality of public transportation as well as shipments with vehicles along
with reduce in costs.

This work was an effort to try to resemble part of a very similar to finalized version of
development of a self-driving car using open source resources and academic efforts. At the end
of my part in this project, it was possible to control the test vehicle on ROS platform as decided
at the beginning of the project as the main Middleware. Also, a basic navigation architecture for
low-level part of the ITC was designed, implemented and tested. However, the main planner
used in the architecture was available in open source environment, design of the needed nodes
and implementation and testing was the author’s part in this work. Using this architecture, the
car was able to perform decision over direction and speed of its movements upon up to a
complicated give goal within its coordinate system. It is possible to add a layer of visual sensor
into the architecture enabling the car not only to be aware of the obstacles surrounding it but
also decide its motion’s direction and speed to achieve the user-defined goal, avoiding all
objects within its range. This part can be left to be done and implemented by future students
involved in this project.

As of now, the car is able to perform smooth movements to some degree, to improve this, a
faster-responding steering is vital in order to improve the performance of the test car. On the
other hand, it is possible to make adjustments and some changes in the low-level part of the ITC
to perform its movements only when the steering angle rotation is fully satisfied (similar to
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when driving back and forth with conventional cars, a driver needs to first finish the desired
steering angle and then press the gas pedal).
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